Gettting Started Manual

Started to use your phone:

Power on: Press and hold the power key button for 3 seconds.

Power off: Press and hold the power key button for 3 seconds, select 'power off' in the menu option.

Menu Key: Select to show the available menu in current screen.

Home Key: Return to home screen. To view recent application, press and hold the home key.

Back Key: Return to previous screen.

Volume Key: Adjust the volume of the ringtone.

Reset Key: Shut down the phone when phone abnormal.

Camera key: Short press to enter camera in home screen. Long press the key to open torch.

Insert the SIM Card and T-Flash card:

1. Remove the back cover: Loosen the screws on the back side – rotate both the screws anti-clockwise until open the back cover as shown in Jig-1.

2. Take off the back cover: Remove the back cover by lifting it up from the bottom part as shown in Jig-2.
3. **Put the Sim Card in the holder**: Put the SIM card into the slot touching the SIM contacts of the phone as shown in Jig-3.

4. **Insert T-Flash card**: Open T-Flash card holder and insert T-Flash card into the slot, then close T-Flash card holder as shown in Jig-4.

5. **Insert the back cover**: Insert the back cover and rotate four screws clockwise to lock the back cover as shown in Jig-5.

⚠️ **Attention**: Please power off the phone before plug in or pull out the SIM card.

**T-Flash card**:

1. Connect USB, turn on USB storage.

   Automatically pop up USB connected interface after connecting USB, and then click Turn on USB storage to use the T-Flash as USB storage.
Using of touch screen:

- Single Click: To select an icon. For example, click dial to open the keypad which will be displayed on the screen.
- Double Click: To zoom-in or zoom-out. For example, to zoom-in or out of a photo, click twice when viewing a photo or browsing on the internet.
- Hold: Click and hold the screen, icon or input box to get more operation options.
  1) Long-Time Click a picture in the gallery list interface, the status bar prompts to select a picture, you select to share or delete.
  2) Long-Time Click the blanks of home screen to add home screen shortcut.
  3) Long-Time Click the blanks of home screen wallpaper sources can be selected.
- Drag the screen: You can drag the screen to view more applications which are not displayed in one screen.
- Scratch the screen: A screen of information can not be displayed scratch scrolling display hidden information.

Home screen:

You can use various functions of the phone screen through the touch screen. Click the icons to open the applications. View all applications by clicking an application tab.

In total, there are 5 home screens in the phone, when you slide to the left or to the right this will move the screen from one to another. To set wallpaper, tap and hold at blank area on any of the screens. You can return to the home screen by pressing the Back key in any screen.

- Create shortcuts and widgets

Click the main screen and then Pop-up list of application. Hold and click the application icon which you want to add a shortcut. Interface blue transparent box will pop up analog screen area. Drag the application icon to the area you want to place, release the hand that add. To add widgets the same way as add a shortcut. Applications and widgets interface switching mode, you can click application and widget or slide the screen. As shown the following figure:

- Delete the shortcuts and widgets

To delete an object, tap and hold the object, then drag it towards the bottom of the screen  X Remove . When the object turns red let go of it and the selected object will be deleted.

- Lock the screen

Lock the phone in order to avoid useless operation and to save the battery by press the power key. The phone will automatically lock when it is not being used for some time.

- Set wallpaper

Hold and click main screen pop-up box and you select wallpaper source. Click and entering gallery/alive wallpaper/video wallpaper/gallery can be set. As shown the following figure:
Extend the battery life:
Some functions may use up more power, which eventually shorten the battery life. You could:

- Close all the wireless connection when not in use: Bluetooth, Wi-Fi or GPS.
- Reduce the brightness and shorten the screen timeout to save battery, or press power key to shut down the screen when the phone is not in use.
- Close any automatically synchronized applications such as Email, calendar, contacts and others.
- Some applications which are downloaded could also shorten the battery life.

◆ Unlock the phone
Press power key to enter the unlock interface and then slide to unlock. As shown the following figure:

◆ Message board
Drag the status bar of any screen can open the message board. Click the icon in the upper right corner to bring up the settings interface and various parameters setting interface. As shown the following figure:

◆ Manage applications
Install applications: Found in the file manager to install the software (.APK), then follow the prompts step by step installation.
Uninstall application: Enter Settings->Apps->Downloaded, then will be able to manage and remove installed applications.

◆ Recently used applications
Press and hold the home key, the screen will display a window which shows your recently used applications. Click the icon to open the application.